DURING THE LAST DECADE, an increasing search has been made for a routine laboratory test for cancer. Recent work in cancer immunology has renewed optimism and led to a proliferation of tests. Most of them depend on the existence of a common immunological denominator: lymphocytes of cancer patients are reported to be "sensitized" and are considered to "react specifically" upon incubation in vitro with substances such as basic proteins from brain or carcinoma tissues. Tests have been based either on morphological criteria such as blast-like transformation of the lymphocytes and changes in the structuredness of the protoplasm (Cercek & Cercek, 1976; Bagshawe, 1978) or on the attempt to detect the formation of specific products, usually denoted as lymphokines (see Hoffmann etal., 1981) .
Since 1974, with the adaptation of more rigorous test procedures, unsuccessful or conflicting results have been published (see Table) .
Any progress towards more reliable and accurate test systems mainly depends on the instrumentation for exact measurement of electrophoretic mobility. In the present paper we therefore reconsider the technical and operational problems and limitations of conventional cytopherometers, using the Zeiss instrument (the instrument most commonly used) as an example.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The cytopherometer set-up. The conventional Zeiss cytopherometer set-up was used. It consisted of a microscope stage and an assembly for cell electrophoresis. The optical axis of the microscope is in the horizontal plane. The binocular tube is equipped with 2 eye-pieces ( x 12-5) and contains an adjustable grid-plate with line distances of 1 mm, so that at the given magnification of x 800 (a tubus factor of 1-6 induced) the travelling distance measured between 2 lines corresponds to 16 btm in the focal plane. The objective lens (Ph x40/0.65) is suitable for transillumination as, well as for phase contrast. Its front lens is attached to the front wall of the temperature-controlled electrophoretic chamber.
A beam divider allowed the connection of a Philips video camera LDH 25/04 and a TV scope. A Wang computer 720C was used for semiautomatic data collection and preprocessing. The time-setting switch simultaneously triggered the electronic stop watch and the reversal of electrode polarity.
The electrophoretic chamber. The chamber was made from K5 optical glass. Dimensions of the rectangular electrophoretic compart- Unless otherwise stated, electrode compartments were filled with a phosphate-buffered 09%o NaCl solution, pH 7-3. They were refilled after each assay.
After an overnight break, 3 test runs with test particles (ETS, see below) were made before the instrument was considered ready for use. If the difference (At) between the mean electrophoretic transit times in the forward and the backward directions exceeded 10%, it was assumed that the instrument had failed and the electrophoretic system was completely reassembled and readjusted.
Solutions used.-Three different buffer solutions were used: Dulbecco phosphate buffer supplied by Flow Laboratories, and 2 phosphate-buffer solutions at reduced ionic strength (i = 005 and 0 005 respectively) prepared in our laboratory. Osmotic pressure was kept constant by the addition of an appropriate amount of sucrose; the pH in each case was adjusted to 7-3 + 0-1. The solutions were sterilized and stored in sealed bottles until used. Bacteriological checks were carried out routinely. (t) .
Since the front lens of the objective was attached to the chamber wall, magnification increased when the focus was shifted from the front wall to the rear wall of the chamber.
Consequently, the apparent velocity of particle motion increased when focussing beyond the anterior stationary layer. Thus a correction had to be introduced when The electrophoretic transit times of 500 ETS cells measured in the Zeiss cytopherometer under "optimal conditions", showed a normal distribution (see Fig. 1 ) around a mean transit time of 3*862 s. Standard deviation was 0-365 or + 9.1 0. In the absence of any crosscheck data, it was difficult to decide whether this transit-time distribution represented the true mobility variation of the investigated ETS cells or the statistical spread inherent to the instrument and/or the measuring procedure itself. However, one might obtain indirect evidence by checking whether or not the forward and backward transit times of individual cells are correlated. Electrophoretic transit times of 200 individual ETS were therefore measured in three different layers of the cytopherometric chamber ( Fig.) .
The forward time of each cell was plotted against its backward time. One does not need a computer to see from the 3 data clouds that there is no correlation between forward and backward times. Fig. 1 must be attributed to one or several operational or instrumental factors which affected the true electrophoretic mobility, obviously at random, but to such an extent that the true variance of cell mobility was completely lost in the much broader variances imposed by the instrument or the operator.
We will consider this point later.
If, for the moment, one accepts the above variance as valid, one may ask what differences in mean transit times (At) can be determined with a statistically acceptable error probability of say P < 0 01 or <0 05. The answer can be easily deduced from Fig. 3 .
With the usual number of particles measured (N = 15) the limit of At which can be determined with P < 0 05 is At 700; for an error probability of P < 0 01 this limit increases to A -10%. Fig. 1 . The argument is further ruled out by the results shown in Fig. 4 , which shows the transit time and velocity profile of ETS measured across the whole depth of the cytopherometer chamber. As expected these are parabolic or quasiparabolic profiles with their shortest transit times (or highest velocities) in the middle of the chamber and exponentially rising transit times toward both front and back chamber walls. These profiles are well known, and can be explained on the basis of two electro-osmotic circular movements of the medium slowing (or even inverting) the electrophoretic motion of the test particles close to the chamber walls, and accelerating them in the middle part of the chamber. It is interesting to note in this figure that the value of s.d. increased systematically and drastically as the plane of measurement approached either wall. This increase was much higher than one would expect from the increase in the absolute values.
If inaccuracy of timing were indeed a major factor, the mobility spread should not depend on chamber depth in such a clear-cut and obvious fashion.
Depth offocus uncertainty
It is proposed that the results shown in Fig. 4 are due to another source of error which is basically operational in nature. Although all the particles may appear to the operator to lie in the same plane (the plane of optical focus) they may, in fact, be moving in slightly different planes or may change planes while traversing the chamber. In either case, the measured transit time will be influenced by the steepness of the transit-time profile (At/ Az).
In cytopherometric studies it is tacitly assumed that the virtual depth of focus corresponds to the nominal depth of focus, basically given by the numeral I aperture (A) of the objective and the useful magnification (,B). For the x 40/0.65 objective used in the standard version of the Zeiss cytopherometer, a nominal focus depth or axial resolution of 2-5 um can be derived at /3=800 (Berek, 1927) . Accommodation by the operator's eye may enlarge that nominal depth of focus. Thus a human component must be added to the nominal depth of focus, which, depending on the individual's visual status, may be estimated as 0-5-2 Mm.
The composite depth of field is 3 0-4 5 ,m. This value is only valid when the object under observation possesses an optimally contrasting structure with dimensions close to the lateral resolution of the microscope. In the case of the cytopherometer loaded with ETS (or macrophages) FIG the lateral resolution is about 0.6 Mkm (at A = 550 nm) but an optimally contrasting structuredness of that dimension is missing in the cytoplasm of both kinds of particles. One must also take into account that the diameter of the test particles (ETS or macrophages) exceeds the above depth of focus by a factor of 2-3. Since the cell borders are obviously the only optimally contrasting and laterally resolved structures, one ends up with the situation illustrated in Fig. 5 . From this an operational focus depth of 10-12 ,um may be deduced. This means that cells may change their axial position within these limits before the investigator realizes that they have dropped out of focus.
Since the steepness of the transit-time profile at the intersection with the stationary layer, At/Az, -0 03 s/,m (i.e. roughly a 1% transit-time change per ,um drift in the z direction), the error introduced by this depth of focus uncertainty may reach + 6%. One must bear in mind, At/Az approaching zero (i.e. under conditions where t becomes independent from z as, for instance, in the middle of the chamber), the regression line intersects the y axis at a T of 55% which appears to be the s.d. remaining after elimination of electro-osmosis (see Fig. 8 ).
however, that the subjective criteria for finding a microscopic object outside or inside a focus plane (which, in reality, is a layer) may inject additional operatorinduced variances into the cytopherometer data. The argument that part of the variance must indeed be related to the expansion of the z dimension of the subjective focus layer beyond the limits given by classical optics is, at least inferentially, indicated by the obvious correlation between the variance and the steepness of the transittime profile (see Fig. 6 ). In the following section we will show transit-time profiles measured in cytopherometer chambers almost free of electro-osmosis and, hence, with an almost homogeneous velocity profile across the whole chamber depth (see Fig. 8 ). Here, where At/Az approaches zero, and transit times become independent of focal plane, variances are small and, more importantly, become independent of chamber depth.
Recently, Schmoll (private communication) has attempted to "sharpen" the out-of-focus criterion by employing a TV system which, by electronic processing of the video signal, can detect any drift of particles beyond the nominal focal depth of 2-5 pm. It was found that this system rejected two-thirds of the cells which would have been accepted by an experienced investigator. At the same time, the s.d. of the remaining one-third (truly "stationary") cells dropped from initially 9-10% (when applying a selective focus criterion) to 500 (N= 50) , which is about the same figure as determined in the present investigation (see Fig. 6 ).
Day-to-Day variability
It is common experience that an acceptable reproducibility of cytopherometric data is difficult to establish. Some investigators claim that they have reached a variance in their control data of a few per cent (Tautz, private communication) ; others, however, are unable to bring their systems to satisfactory long-term stability.
An example of what we achieved after optimizing all operational and instrumental conditions is shown in Fig. 7 . It shows the data obtained in 14 successive (and not selected) measurements of ETS mean transit times performed by an experienced investigator. After an over-night break (indicated in the diagram) the cytopherometer chamber was disassembled, cleaned, refilled and readjusted in the cytopherometer. The overall variability (between assays as well as from day to day) derived from 3 sequences of such measurements produced an s.d. of 500.
The influence of operator idiosyncrasies on transit-time measurements was not explored, since this was not deemed germane to the present investigation, nor important enough to justify the large amount of time and effort needed for this kind of study.
Instrumental sources of error As mentioned above, in a properly operated cytopherometer the remaining sources of kinetic phenomena superim-z I posed on the electrophoretic motion of test particles are (1) electro-osmosis and (2) thermal convection.
Electro-endosmosis
In normal free-zone electrophoresis (Hjerten, 1967) electro-endosmosis can be reduced or even suppressed by coating the inner walls of the electrophoretic chamber. The best results and practical elimination of the electro-endosmosis effect have been obtained by a double-coating procedure described by Smith & Ware (1978) . This procedure takes advantage of the reduction of the c-potential of the wall and of the increase of the resistance to flow in the diffuse double layer by methylcellulose.
When this coating material was used, This means that the second of the instrumental sources of error cited above (i.e. thermal convection) is more or less eliminated under these conditions. Therefore, when viewing the results shown in Figs 8 and 9, it must be kept in mind that both of the above phenomena, electroosmosis and thermal convections, were minimized. Thus the contribution of each of the two factors, individually, to the instrumental error cannot be evaluated. From Fig. 8 it is quite obvious that coating the chamber walls with methylcellulose and reducing ionic strength induces 3 major changes in the electrokinetic properties of the cytopherometer chamber:
(1) The velocity profile flattens relative to the highly parabolic velocity profile of the uncoated chamber (see Fig. 4 ) and, with decreasing ionic strength, the profile becomes nearly uniform across the whole chamber depth. (2) It has been pointed out already that, by reducing the ionic strength of the medium and by coating the chamber, that both electro-osmosis and thermal convection are suppressed. Consequently, the contribution of thermal convective motion alone to the instrument error cannot yet be determined. Also, we do not know of other detailed studies evaluating the extent of either systematically or statistically distributed convective motions induced by the heat dissipated in the cytopherometer chamber under usual operational conditions. Nevertheless, the method of temperature control in the Zeiss instrument may well be insufficient to prevent the build-up of local thermal gradients, particularly in the area of observation which is not sufficiently cooled by the water jacket.
In order to detect short-lived thermal motions superimposed on the steady electrophoretic motion, the position of individual ETS were photographed at 25 intervals with a motor-driven camera during a prolonged forward or backward motion cycle. The positions of those ETS which remained in focus during the observation interval were redrawn on a rastered field corresponding to the calibration grid in the eyepiece of the cytopherometer. Fig. 10 clearly shows that the cells did not move at constant speed, since the distances travelled from one camera shot to another differed quite considerably. Closer inspection of Fig. 10 reveals that those variations in instantaneous velocity sometimes occurred "in phase", at least for neighbouring cells. This in itself is a strong indication that local convective phenomena occur. It is also our experience that neighbouring cells sometimes drop out of focus simultaneously.
Taken together, these observations indi- cated that local convective motions occur more or less randomly in space and time and that these motions must be considered a major source of error. Convection currents may affect the observed transit times in two ways. They can act directly by superimposing on the motion produced by electrophoresis, or they can act indirectly by increasing the uncertainty with which an object is fixed in the z direction. The latter process influences the transit time by virtue of the transittime profile, as noted above. The present paper attempts critically to evaluate the cytopherometric technique with the aim of establishing this technique as a diagnostic tool. Recent investigations have expressed scepticism regarding the usefulness of cytopherometry. Crozier et al. (1976) concluded that the MEM test was of no value as a test for malignancy. Although these workers did find a decreased mobility for macrophages from cancer patients compared to those from controls, the two groups overlapped extensively. The degree of overlap is critical to the validation of the technique.
It is not known whether the broadness of the distribution of mobilities measured by conventional cytopherometers is real or the result of experimental error. Our results suggest that design deficiencies in the standard apparatus are responsible for the low accuracy for electrophoretic mobility measurements. We therefore designed a new cytopherometric instrument, using laser Doppler spectroscopy for objective measurement of electrophoretic mobilities of particles. Specifications and applications of this instrument (Lazypher) will be published in a subsequent paper.
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